Concentration of Gold(0) in the colloid precursor was obtained by UV-= 400 nm [1] [2] [3] . For this wavelength, the absorption is mainly due to interband transitions in metallic gold [3, 4] . We applied a 1:10 dilution to the colloidal solution to obtain the UV-Vis spectroscopic profile, obtaining an Abs400 = 0.19, corresponding to concentration of [Au(0)] = 0.08 mM. Therefore the precursor colloid used for the protein conjugation presented a concentration of 0.8 mM. 
Gold (0) concentration in colloid precursor.
Concentration of Gold(0) in the colloid precursor was obtained by UV-= 400 nm [1] [2] [3] . For this wavelength, the absorption is mainly due to interband transitions in metallic gold [3, 4] . We applied a 1:10 dilution to the colloidal solution to obtain the UV-Vis spectroscopic profile, obtaining an Abs400 = 0.19, corresponding to concentration of [Au(0)] = 0.08 mM. Therefore the precursor colloid used for the protein conjugation presented a concentration of 0.8 mM. 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies.
To try to observe, using the DLS analysis, the possible excess of EHL in the Gold colloids, we first analyzed a suspension of EHL in water (25 L of EHL solution in PBS (C = 1.09 mg / mL) dispersed in 5 mL of ultrapure water). To register the DLS measurement of EHL, we did not filter this solution and we defined the same parameters used in the colloids analysis (predefined parameters corresponding to Gold colloids) to keep constant the measurement conditions in all samples (EHL free and Gold colloids).
As expected, by dispersing the EHL protein in water, the DLS obtained has two welldifferentiated signals. The signal that appears to a smaller diameter is likely to originate from free EHL protein units in solution, while the larger one could be related to EHL aggregates in the aqueous solution.
When comparing the data of the pure EHL protein with the functionalized colloids, it can be noted that the sample AuNPs@EHL-3 presents the best functionalization, not detecting excess protein for this case ( figure 2S) . Additionally, the analysis of the DLS in water or PBS for this sample offers a similar result in both media ( figure 3S ). Based on our analysis of UV-Vis, DLS and TEM, we feel that the sample AuNPs @ EHL-3 presents a correct functionalization with EHL, without apparent excesses of protein not adsorbed on the surface of the NPs. In addition, during the purification of gold colloids by centrifugation, the remaining NPs present in the first supernatant in samples obtained for larger amounts of protein used (AuNPs-4 to AuNPs-6), making the protein quantification, using colorimetric techniques, can be strongly affected by the presence of this remnant of NPs in the solution, producing data of doubtful quantification. Based on all these considerations, we selected the sample AuNPs@EHL-3 to complete the proposed biological studies, in order not to mask possible results that would be consequence of non-correctly adsorbed protein in the NPs.
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